Bucks Money

High Intermediate
A 15cm (6 inch) square makes a 9cm (3.5 inch) tall model.

1. Start with a square, white side up. Fold a preliminary base.

2. Fold top flaps to the center-line.

3. Open-sink top third.

4. Squash-fold both flaps.

5. Note the angle in center is 90 degrees. Reverse-fold side flaps directly under top flap.

6. Valley-fold flap up, matching corners with edges.

7. Only mark the center of one flap.

8. Valley-fold flap to mark.
9. Valley-fold flap up.

10. Squash-folds.

11. Valley-fold.

12. Shape with small valley-folds.


14. Turn over.

15. Reverse-fold side flaps.

16. Fold one flap to the right.

17. Rabbit-ear up, as far as possible.

18. Valley-fold.

19. Valley-fold.

20. Swing flaps back to the left.
21. Repeat steps 16-20 on the right.

22. Valley-fold flaps to center-line.

23. Turn over.

24. Valley-folds, tucking under top layer.

25. Open, squashing bottom.


27. Rabbit-ear.

28. Flip Rabbit-ear into the pocket behind.

29. Swivel cheeks behind.

30. Final shaping: Open and shape ears, round cheeks and head.

That's all, folders!

Visit WWW.GILADORIGAMI.COM for more!